This annotated bibliography contains references to articles and books that provide teachers with specific techniques to use in class to develop their students' oral proficiency. The items cited can be obtained from any good college or university library. Most of the publications have appeared since 1970, and the works cited pertain directly to the teaching of foreign languages. Each of the works describes at least five different techniques designed to elicit speech from students, and each describes elicitation procedures in detail. All 'ideas described involve communication. Techniques are classified according to the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages' proficiency guidelines (novice, intermediate, advanced, superior). An introductory section provides the teacher with specific steps for optimal use of the bibliography's content for a given student or student group. Citations are also indexed by author and subject. (MSE)
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this annotated bibliography is to provide classroom teachers with as many sources of activities to promote oral proficiency as possible. The argument between proponents of communicative competence (e.g. Savignon) and of the proficiency movement (e.g. Lowe) as to whether a different kind of teaching is required is not relevant here. The essential facts are that the activities described in these references involve communication, and that learners who spend time communicating in a language have the greatest chance of becoming proficient.

Works Cited

This bibliography contains references to articles and books that provide teachers with specific techniques to use in class to develop the oral proficiency of their students. The bibliography is not exhaustive. Since emphasis is on practical considerations, the references listed here are those that one can obtain from any good college or university library. Most of the publications have appeared since 1970, when the current interest in communicative teaching began, in prominent journals that are still in print. Books permit a wider range since they are usually available through interlibrary loan free of charge. Out-of-print and unpublished sources are excluded unless they have appeared in anthologies or in the ERIC system.

The works cited in this bibliography pertain directly to the teaching of foreign languages. While some areas, such as small-group work, values clarification, drama techniques, and humanistic education, have a broad appeal to other fields, general works are usually not included if they do not pertain directly to the
teaching of foreign languages. Teachers interested in exploring one of these areas in more depth will find many references in the bibliographies of works that are cited here. Similarly, I have avoided language textbooks, although there is a fine line between textbooks and teacher's guides with some ESL materials. While textbooks by their very nature offer useful techniques, it is virtually impossible to develop a complete list, they are never available in libraries, and they go out of print or change editions quickly.

The works listed here must conform to specific criteria. First, I have included only those that describe at least five different techniques designed to elicit speech from students. While there are many more articles that describe single techniques, such as the excellent article by Bonin and Birckbichler, they do not appear here. Since the primary consideration is usefulness, one can assume that a teacher would rather read about five ideas than about one. Anyone interested in finding additional articles that describe fewer than five techniques has a number of sources: ELT Journal, Le Français dans le Monde, and Modern English Teacher all publish such articles frequently. The Canadian Modern Language Review / Revue Canadienne de Langues Modernes has a section in every issue called "A Touch of ... Class!" that describes teaching techniques, including many for FLES.

Another criterion for selection in this bibliography is that the work must describe elicitation procedures. Many articles talk about why small-group work is important and how to set it up, but unless they give ideas to use during the work, I have not included them. Descriptions must be detailed; advice to "have students discuss" a topic is not sufficient. For issues involved in teaching conversation, see Huot and Coulombe.

The ideas in these references involve communication, as defined by Paulston (see Paulston and Bruder, for example).
Students generate the responses, and only the person talking knows the correct answer. In other words, the student provides information that is new to the teacher and other students in class. Johnson refers to this as "an information gap" and states that it is crucially important to the processes of interaction. The only citations not involving communication are certain references for language games in the "novice" section, where work with isolated vocabulary involves meaningful or occasionally mechanical exercises. Some teachers may feel that the motivating nature of games makes up for the lack of free responses.

The two other bibliographies of communicative language teaching (Huot and Coulombe and Ramaiah) include theoretical works with practical ones. Ramaiah has no annotations and cites many references that will be difficult to find in North America. Huot and Coulombe provide annotations, but are limited primarily to the teaching of French and English. Both volumes are worth consulting.

**Classification System**

This bibliography uses the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines (ACTFL) for its classification of techniques. The primary consideration is the function required of the speakers engaged in the activity: can students respond with memorized material, must sentences be connected, do they have to persuade (Omaggio)? The other two aspects of the functional trisection, content and accuracy, are less relevant to a classification system. Accuracy depends on the individual, and content can vary widely for any given teaching technique (Stevick).

In classifying teaching techniques, I used the lowest possible rating given the author's description of the activity. The question "What did you do last night?" can be answered with a
memorized sentence (novice) or the student might narrate in the past (advanced) or even support an opinion (superior). In this bibliography, such a question would fall under "novice."

The classification starts with the lowest and narrowest range (novice) and works up to the broadest (novice to superior) and highest (superior). Each group is inclusive; "intermediate to superior" includes "advanced." It is interesting to note that the terms "intermediate" and "advanced" used in these articles almost never conform to the ACTFL use of the same words. Authors have used them strictly to refer to the number of years the students have taken the language. The annotations summarize the kinds of activities described in the work without repeating information from the title. The user can assume that the author(s) of each work wrote in the same language as the title and that examples of activities are also in that language. Exceptions appear as abbreviations after the summary. For example, Ex. in Fr. means that examples are in French.

To use this bibliography to its maximum potential, the reader should follow these steps:

1. Become familiar with the definitions of the basic four levels: novice, intermediate, advanced, and superior. The definitions appear in the guidelines published by ACTFL and have been reproduced many times (e.g. ACTFL Foreign Language Series, Omaggio, 1986). The articles and books in this bibliography are classified according to the following definitions:

Novice: Learner uses isolated words and memorized material.

Intermediate: Can recombine material into original expression. Can ask and answer questions. Can play a role in a simple survival situation. Operates at the sentence level.
Advanced: Can narrate in the past or future and can describe. Successful in role plays that have complications. Operates at the paragraph level.

Superior: Tailors language to the audience. Can negotiate and persuade. Hypothesizes and supports opinions (Omaggio, 1983).

Until now classroom activities have been defined using the number of years students have been studying as the main criterion of appropriateness for any given group of students. When one considers the vast differences in outcome from one learner to another, it is easy to see how the traditional nomenclature is defective. Defining and classifying activities according to the linguistic and communicative skills needed to perform in them is a much more precise system and one that will lead to less wasted time (by avoiding easy tasks) and less failure (by avoiding ones that are too difficult). The ACTFL scale is just such a classification system.

2. Classify your students according to the scale. Once you have understood the definitions of the four levels, it is necessary to determine where you would place your students on the scale. While learning to administer the oral proficiency interview that would officially establish their levels is a lengthy, complicated, and expensive process, a rough estimate that would permit use of this bibliography is fairly easy. It is important to evaluate only students' oral production unaided by written cues. Research has shown that teachers are influenced by scores on written tests when assigning proficiency levels (Levine, Haus, and Cort). The two skills may, in fact, have no relationship. Furthermore, these researchers found that teachers overestimate
proficiency levels. In the context of this bibliography, that would mean choosing activities that are too difficult for students.

Magnan has conducted a study that is useful in predicting what range of proficiencies can be found at each level (i.e. year) of study. In the United States, since most students abandon their study of a foreign language after two years in high school or the basic requirement in college, most students operate at the novice level. Magnan's research and other studies she cites indicate that students will remain at the novice level for most of that time. Fortunately, the majority of the references in this bibliography include novice activities.

In choosing activities to use in class, you should keep in mind that the terms "novice," "intermediate," "advanced," and "superior" in this bibliography refer to the activities and not necessarily to the students' proficiency levels. Teachers should mix activities at the students' level with those that are just above their level, or the learners might not progress (Bragger). It is best to avoid those that outpace the student by an entire level (Kaplan).

3. Start with suggestions written specifically for the ACTFL guidelines. Bragger (1985) and Omaggio (1986) recommend various communicative activities and explain how the ideas fit into an overall program to develop proficiency systematically. Using these references as a guide, you can adapt the suggestions that appeared before the recent work by ACTFL.

4. If you choose to, or are obliged to follow a grammatical syllabus, learn how to adapt grammar lessons to
communication. Guntermann and Phillips give detailed instructions on this approach, and many textbooks are now supplying some (but not enough) communicative material.

5. Make communication an essential part of every class you teach. Whether you use ideas found in these references or you make up your own, be sure that students are conversing in the target language and expressing their own ideas and opinions in class every day. This is the only way to help them become proficient speakers of the language.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

1.0 Novice

Six games limited to eliciting single words via written cues and puzzles. Ex. in Sp.

Sentence completions pertaining to students' opinions. It consists of a situation setting (i.e. context), a matrix sentence to elicit opinions, examples, and questions. Ex. in Eng. and Sp. (developed into #2.8)

1.3 Dobson, Julia. 1970. Try One of My Games. ERIC ED 040 398.
Fifteen games grouped according to class size for adults or teen-agers. Vocabulary, spelling, and counting.

Eleven games and mechanical exercises that require little preparation and no props. Emphasis on vocabulary.

Guessing games for numbers, nouns, verbs, and colors.
Fourteen games using information learned about Germany and isolated words. Ex. in Ger.

Word, geography, and idiomatic expression games for an Italian textbook. Ex. in It.

1.8 Oklahoma State Department of Education. 1981. Foreign Language Game Plans for a Successful Season. ERIC ED 205 030. 
Vocabulary practice, heavy emphasis on preparation of materials, grammar. Ex. in Eng., Fr., and Sp.

1.9 Saunders, Helen V., ed. 1974. Fun and Games with Foreign Languages. ERIC ED 096 857. 
Games for vocabulary and spelling. Ex. in Fr., Latin, and Sp.

Games for teaching vocabulary and expressions in FLES.
2.0 Novice - Intermediate

Several activities to illustrate the differences between pseudo-communication and true communication. Values continuum, sentence completion, and interviews. Ex. in Fr., Ger., and Sp.

Dialogue creation, question formation, interviews. Most have a guessing game format. Ex. in Eng. and Russian.

Twenty-nine games, primarily spelling and vocabulary, but some description.

Brief descriptions of nineteen traditional number and word games (chaining, charades, guessing) adapted to the language classroom.

Presents several games (p. 101-08) arranged by type of student response: isolated words, specific grammatical structures, and free answers. Most involve asking questions and guessing.

Ideas for using authentic documents in class. Advises teachers to have students fill out forms (credit card and employment applications, driver's license, etc.) then ask each other questions based on the information requested. Vocabulary provided in Fr., Ger., Ital., Port., and Sp.

2.7 Chase, Cida S. 1984. Successfully Adapted Activities to Promote Oral Communication. ERIC ED 259 554.

Suggestions for asking and giving directions, circumlocution, vocabulary games, thinking aloud, and interview techniques. Ex. in Sp.


Among the exercises that can be oral are affective activities applied to specific grammatical structures of Spanish. Primarily sentence completions with follow-up questions. Ex. in Sp.


Ideas for practicing limited-choice grammatical patterns in a meaningful and sometimes communicative way. Dialogues, poetry, information gathering, creative completions, and contextual cues.
Section III (p. 85-93) describes a dozen classroom games based on words and numbers. Ex. in It. See also ERIC ED 253 086.

Divided into number, spelling, vocabulary, structure-practice, pronunciation, rhyming, and miscellaneous. Each classified by level (i.e. years of study), group size, and props needed. Primarily mechanical, some comprehension required.

Scrambled words and sentences, information gap, questions and answers, and a board game all with elaborate procedures.

Activities to encourage communication through paired work range from mechanical to functional. Giving directions, forced choices, chaining, questioning, and describing.

Humanistic techniques to help students express their feelings. Primarily sentence completions, list making in small groups, and answering questions. Arranged according to parts of speech.

Fifteen ideas for starting class. Describing people and actions, information seeking and sharing, role playing, and group decision-making. Most have a game-like format.

Nineteen games to practice questioning, vocabulary, giving and following directions, and persuading (no. 14, the only one at the higher level).

Provides guidelines for setting up small group work. Sample activities based on topics such as vocabulary (often game format), numbers, or prepositions and notions, such as shopping and biography. Ex. in Eng. and Sp.

2.18 Harper, Sandra N. 1981. Game-Like Activities and the Teaching of Foreign Languages. ERIC ED 206 163
Vocabulary games (spelling, chaining, antonyms, and imperatives), guessing games, competition, and role plays. Ex. in Eng. and Sp.

Eight games in three categories: word games based on guessing or defining vocabulary written on cards and information sharing, such as partial maps, for pairs and groups of students.


Vol. 1: Kindergarten through eighth grade. Active games requiring physical movement and memorized material, and classroom games for vocabulary and numbers. Also contains ideas for skits, projects, and songs. Ex. in Sp. (translated). Novice level only.

Vol. 2: Ninth through twelfth grades. Games requiring isolated words or simple-sentence descriptions or questions. Topics include food, occupations, and geography. Ex. in Sp. (translated).


Chapters 5 & 6: Suggestions for humanistic and problem-solving activities, games and content-centered and small-group acquisition.

Values continuum, forced choice, answering questions, sentence completions with examples in Russian.

Games stressing vocabulary (p. 441-49). Those for speaking are observation, guessing, and composition games.

Collection of eighty-one oral language games, of which six are original. Each lists structure practiced, materials needed, and a description. Words, numbers, sentence completions, and isolated sentences.

Vocabulary, geographical facts, dialogue completion.

Compilation of published suggestions for using various media. Most are meaningful according to Paulston's classification. Includes audio and audiovisual aids; films, and the bulletin board.


2.29 Nebraska Department of Education. Division of Instructional Services. 1972. Simulations in Foreign Languages. ERIC ED 132 853. Role playing for eleven notions and functions for French, German, and Spanish at level one. Includes greetings, introductions, the weather, phone calls, meals, and daily living. Latin has only five. Appendix explains cultural component of each dialogue. Ex. in Fr., Ger., Latin and Sp.


2.31 Olsen, Judy Winn-Bell. 1977. Communication-Starters and Other Activities for the ESL Classroom. San Francisco: Alemany Press. Diverse collection of games (e.g. bingo for vocabulary), role plays, chain drills, Silent Way rods, work with maps and pictures.

Fifty-five activities arranged to help learners with specific problems of cognitive style across six modalities (four skills, vocabulary, grammar). Involves clue searching, personal reactions, matching.


The five groups of games are competitive, collaborative, sentence-making, awareness, drama, and six miscellaneous. Each is coordinated with a grammatical area of English. Most of the fifty-six involve sentence completion or production of isolated sentences.


Twenty-five situations calling for group decision-making. Essential vocabulary and specific decisions to make are provided. Examples: whom to invite to dinner, the best sports, the most important people in history. Based on Non-Stop Discussion Workbook (see #7.10). In French.


See Rooks, above. In Spanish.

Theoretical discussion, but a number of examples of games, personal use, theater arts, p. 192-216.


One hundred thirty games in twelve groups, some according to structure, others to function (identification, answering questions, maps, etc.). Most elicit isolated words, some require description in simple sentences and imagination. Ex. in Eng. and Ger. (translated).


Although not written specifically for language teachers, this book gives hundreds of examples for using values clarification techniques (values continuum, voting, rank ordering).


Small-group work based on the ACTFL Guidelines. Rejoinders, disagreeing, questioning, circumlocution, describing, making lists, and role plays.

2.41 Taylor, Mary S. 1976. Values Clarification in EFL. ERIC ED 146 775. Interviewing, rank-ordering, forced choice, values continuum, and sentence completions with brief explanations of each.


2.43 A Touch of ... Class! A Collection from 1977! Practical Teaching Tips for Second Language Teachers. 1985. Welland, Ontario: Canadian Modern Language Review. Photocopies of the section of the same name from 1977-84 issues of the Canadian Modern Language Review. Primarily novice activities to elicit vocabulary, many at the FLES level. A second collection is available. See also this section in every issue of this journal.

Affective techniques applied to specific grammatical features of French. Primarily questions and answers. Ex. in Fr. Similar chapters for Spanish and German.


Sixteen affective activities from self-help books adapted to the FL class to get students to express their true feelings. Ex. in Eng., Fr., and Sp.

3.0 Novice - Advanced

Fifty-six ideas for dealing with specific cognitive problems. Reading and writing can be adapted to speaking. Learner problems include poor memory, impulsiveness, field dependency, and low tolerance for ambiguity. Remedies are grouped into the broad categories of analysis, synthesis, flexibility, making inferences, and improving memory.

Three types of information to share (facts, feelings, imagination) during five different lessons: dialogues, grammar, vocabulary, narratives, and culture. Techniques applied to specific lessons include questions, completions, remembering responses, role plays. Levels of difficulty not progressive.

Role plays concerning tourist activities that explain the ACTFL guidelines. Additional comments on advanced and superior activities.

One hundred thirty-four games in seven categories from spelling words to communication. Proficiency levels vary within each group and from one activity to the next. Many require questioning and guessing of information held by one player. Role plays are elaborate and require several participants. Includes indexes for linguistic structures, language levels, and group size.

3.5 Clark, Raymond C. 1987. Language Teaching Techniques. Brattleboro, VT: Pro Lingua Associates. The first half (p. 5-62) is devoted to communication and moves from rearranging memorized material to free expression. Most techniques elicit dialogue or story creation. Emphasis is on acting out, with mini-dramas and role plays.

3.6 Cranshaw, Bernard. 1977. Let's Play Games in French. Skokie, IL: National Textbook Co. One hundred forty-six games plus variations divided into three levels, which do not correspond to the ACTFL scale. They require isolated words, occasionally movement, short-term recall, and often rely on student imagination. Most are novice-level and mechanical or meaningful. The publisher has similar books for Spanish and German. Ex. in Fr.

Specific suggestions with objectives for small groups. Includes question formation, answering questions, and role plays with complications.


General humanistic techniques such as rank order and values voting. Few examples, but many references, p. 207-13.


Describes role plays (controlled and free), questions and answers, class discussion, and problem solving.


Ten ideas for the beginning of class. Describing, giving orders, seeking information, giving advice in games or game-like activities.


Ninety ideas divided among eight topics such as people, jobs, leisure, shopping, and word games. Provides language function, type of vocabulary required, level, materials needed,
preparation, and running time. Small group work to seek and share information. Extensive use of concrete vocabulary. Indexes for functions and types of vocabulary.

Games stressing teams and winning and that elicit vocabulary as parts of speech or semantic groups, numbers, and cultural facts. Some questions and answers, summarizing, and interpreting.

Application of functional language use to specific points of grammar. Primarily guessing games and information seeking in small groups (p. 40-59).

Chapter 3 has suggestions for small-group work that involve guessing and problem solving.

Simulating television shows, role plays of famous people, describing pictures, problem solving, and competition.

Forty ideas drawn from other publications, grouped by proficiency level (not ACTFL). Paired and group work for seeking and giving information.

Same format as first collection (above).

Games described in ten categories: structure (guessing something), vocabulary, spelling, pronunciation, numbers, listen and do, read and do, role play, and discussion (including problem solving). Intermediate and advanced skills required mainly in the last two groups.

Divided into eight categories: games, group narratives, out-of-class, pictures, cuisenaire rods, tape recording, theater, and miscellaneous. Includes word games, sentence building, interviewing, describing, and class projects. Many require group work. An index (p. 89) cross lists for grammar practice.

Six groups of activities (using charts, objects, line drawings, dialogues, texts,
and problem solving) to teach specific English structures. Structures are correlated with language functions in the table of contents.

   Fourteen ideas involving an information gap: observing and describing a visual seen for only a few seconds, a chaining game, a board game, identity seeking, and split dialogues.

   Student uses own personality in creating material; imitates, mimics, and expresses through gesture. Close to two hundred ideas for acting out, but many are non-verbal. List on p. 32-7 describes categories of tasks and level of difficulty.

   One hundred twenty small-group exercises to elicit personal values, self images, and memories. Identifies each by affective and linguistic goals, level (i.e. years of study), group size, and materials needed. Advanced-level exercises involve narration. Has a seven-language glossary of words related to emotions.


Different types of information gaps using shared or split information. Seven categories of activities: questioning, role plays, matching, communication strategies, pictures, puzzles, and discussions. Develops each at a progressively higher level. Elaborate examples for each activity in three languages (cf. title). Indexes (p. 266-72) crosslist activities with grammatical structures, functions, and contexts.


Techniques progress from scripts to free expression in role plays stimulated by newspaper articles, visuals and realia. Bibliography of ESL textbooks.


Uses techniques of journalists to develop speaking (and other skills), interviews (with answer sheets), drama (mime) techniques, for vocabulary development, improvisation, and opinions.


Primarily about how to play games, this book offers thirty examples grouped according to
language skill, functions, and linguistic structures. Games involve questioning, explaining and describing.

Eighty role plays designed to lead "pre-intermediate" students from a dialogue to free communication. Model dialogue to practice, then suggestions printed back-to-back on following pages. Student cannot see both questions and answers. Topics include family, home, and food. Functions more numerous: excuses, getting information, accepting and refusing invitations.

Values clarification techniques such as values continuum, sharing, and respecting others' values applied to foreign languages.

One hundred ten games that are simple to explain and play, do not take a lot of time, but use all four skills. Primarily guessing games at the novice level (#105 & #108 are superior).

Based on group dynamics / values clarification. Examples of rank order, incomplete sentences, values continuum, interview interaction. Lesson plans applied to French grammar. Similar publication for Spanish is by Wilson and Wattenmaker, below. Ex. in Fr.


FSL FLES activities grouped according to four functions: self-expressing, informing, persuading, and entertaining. Arranged according to whole class, pairs, and learning centers. Many techniques require creating and interpreting visuals.


Six ideas for activities that permit personalized, creative expression. Includes problem solving, choosing among alternatives, and answering questions from a visual cue. Ex. in German.


3.41 Woodruff, Margaret S. 1978. Activities and Games for Foreign-Language Learning. ERIC ED 268 807. One hundred fifty-six activities used in firstyear college courses. Divided into games requiring materials (props, cards, pictures), games with specific objectives (getting acquainted, telling time, spelling, numbers), and a group called "techniques," which involves commands, seeking information, simulations, categorizing, and associating. Each idea is developed gradually over the first semester. [Compiled in 1978; microfilmed in 1986].


One hundred one games with variations, including picture games (i.e. describing), psychology (how people perceive images), magic tricks, caring and sharing (humanistic), and word and memory games, among other types. Indexes provide a summary of each, cross-listing for parts of speech that can be practiced and functions required (p. 186-210).


Ten broad categories of activities, including interviews, monologues, games, role playing, and discussion, all with specific examples.
4.0 Novice - Superior


Three sections (p. 231-47) give examples of games, role plays, affective techniques from highly structured to independent. Ex. in Eng., Fr., Ger., and Sp.


Brief descriptions of activities that promote creativity, e.g. problem solving. Extensive bibliography.


Fifty-four activities grouped around four qualities of divergent thinking: fluency, flexibility, elaboration, and originality. Many come from other sources; most involve speaking.


Examples of activities at all four levels of the ACTFL scale. From seeking information to debates and problem solving.
Describes games at three levels according to years of study. Most are mechanical or meaningful and elicit specific structures in French. Highest level gives subjects for debates in thirty categories. Entirely in French.

Linguistic games based on word play (form, spelling, pronunciation and meaning), role playing; and creating imaginative and amusing but often nonsensical words and sentences. Entirely in French.

Eighty games classified at four ability levels. Authors give goal (grammar or vocabulary practice), time needed, and grouping of players. Primarily novice-level mechanical and meaningful games. Entirely in French.

One hundred ninety-four activities for six settings: classrooms, people, services, places, media in the community, and the family. Each setting has examples for six
tasks: show and tell, interviews, treasure hunts, asking for information, debates, and creating stories. Many require a community of target-language speakers.


Four groups of activities (p. 202-20): 1) reacting to the teacher, as in guessing games and describing pictures 2) interacting with other students in paired interviews and information seeking 3) sharing and discussing (e.g. debates) and 4) improvising, including fantasy activities.


Two or three ideas for using virtually all the media available in the classroom from paper to computers. Suggestions include vocabulary families, dialogue and story creation, and describing processes.


4.12 Hung, Shuang-chu Chen. 1983. Meaningful Classroom Activities in Teaching English as a Second or Foreign Language. ERIC ED 243 325. Eighty-six activities divided into nine categories: audio-visual strategies, dis-
discussion, interview, question-and-answer, physical response, problem solving, role playing, games, and culture. All come from previously published sources. Functions include describing and persuading. Not all involve speaking.

Part one teaches social relations skills through conversation. Short role plays based on fourteen functions, such as greetings, invitations, and leave-taking. Part three describes six problem-solving situations requiring persuasion. Originally published as *Developing Communicative Competence*.

One hundred twenty-three activities from introducing oneself to games to role plays. Major categories are questions and answers, discussions and decisions, and stories and scenes. Author gives aims, level, organization (individual or paired), preparation required, time, procedure, and variations for each.

Activities to develop interactional skills: taking the initiative, managing topics, opening and closing conversations. Ex. in Ger.

Precommunicative and communicative activities based on the hypotheses of teaching for proficiency. Personalized questions, sentence builders, true-false, group puzzles and problem solving, and social interaction. Ex. in Eng., Fr. and Ger. (developed into 4.17)


Chapter 5 presents numerous activities for developing oral communication skills based on the ACTFL interview guidelines. Many are described; others are listed by proficiency level. An expansion of 4.16. Ex. in Eng., Fr., Ger., It., and Sp.


Nine activities stressing creativity and the affective domain. From introductions to debates about personal values.


Oral games (p. 3-30): for young native language speakers, but easily adapted to adult foreign / second language classes. Novice games involve guessing words, but others include narration and persuasion. Language games (p. 31-77): guessing words; many quite elaborate.
Gives examples of communicative interaction for chapters on the Natural Approach, storytelling, and drama, games, and affective activities. Wide range of ideas from guessing names and making lists to role plays with persuasion.

Presents ideas to teach Rivers' fourteen language uses that include role plays (some with complications), interviewing, and problem solving (p. 46-54). The index lists thirty-six games scattered throughout the text. Ex. in Eng. and Fr. Similar volumes for Spanish and German.

See 4.21.

Fourteen games for teams, small and large groups. From isolated words to problem solving (e.g., who should get into a lifeboat?).


Three categories of activities for small groups: giving information (showing and describing a photo), getting information (interviews), and extending and imagining (debates and drawing conclusions).

Suggestions for activities based on length of study. Includes creating dialogues, interviewing, use of visuals and media, and debates.

Chapters 13 & 14: Three games and five activities where students share information or opinions. Some involve cuisenaire rods, others a written text. Author recommends providing detailed information for role plays.

Twelve hundred conversation topics grouped in six kinds of conversation activities (role plays, interviews, chain stories, talks, problems, and discussions). Within each, grouped according to topic (directions, descriptions, health).
5.0 Intermediate


   Ideas for role playing and other functions.


   Forty games based on an information gap and cooperation among players. Each idea has art or cards to photocopy and distribute among players. All stress communication rather than linguistic forms. Each player has information not available to others, who must ask appropriate questions. Indexes for grammar and contexts. See also 6.6.
6.0 Intermediate - Advanced

Fifteen suggestions for role playing through telephone calls.

Provides suggestions for conducting various types of conversations. Includes fifty ideas for improvisations (role plays with problems), p. 42-5; thirty debates, p. 65-6; games, p. 109-18 (includes isolated words at novice level).

6.3 Freeman, Ronald G. 1976. 101+ Ways to Stimulate Conversation in a Foreign Language. New York: ACTFL. (Also ERIC ED 163 808)
Audio-visual activities, games, interviews, values clarification, role playing and problem solving, and potpourri.

Examples of pair and group work for sharing information, cued dialogues, and decision making.

Speaking section shows how to turn points of grammar into communicative functions. Role plays, narration, description.

Forty games based on an information gap in which participants seek or share information. Cards containing descriptions or visuals accompany each game and may be photocopied. Descriptions also list functions practiced and difficult vocabulary. Many involve a role-play element. See also 5.2.


Sixteen games and role plays to develop a proficiency approach. Naming, describing, socializing, interviewing, and persuading. No. 5 is novice; all other tasks exceed the level of the textbook lessons on which they are based.


The first sections of "Chapter 7 Practice" and "Chapter 8 Communicative Activities" deal with oral production. Based on information gap; students have separate pieces of information on the same topic (groceries, weather, questionnaires) that they must share through question and answer. Communication involves group problem-solving, story construction, and role plays with complications.

Teaches numerous functions, such as greeting people, making plans, complaining, and expressing opinions. Has highly structured dialogues to complete, but the section "Situational Practice" offers open-ended role plays for each function. A few have complications.


Discussion of value of role play and how to develop it. Two dozen examples (p. 67-92) primarily related to travel and friends.


Role plays with practice beforehand and discussion after. Examples of role plays throughout the text. Emphasis is on realistic content such as returning defective merchandise and deciding on a course of action. Ex. in Fr., Ger., Ital., and Sp. (all translated).


Eleven ideas for small group work to learn strategies for interaction. Students learn differences in speech style, how to make speech comprehensible; they practice reciprocal and non-reciprocal speech and diverse conversational structures (getting to the point, tag questions).

Twenty-four situations created for group problem-solving. Each has a photograph for context, suggested vocabulary, a short description of the problem, and decisions to make. For less advanced students than Rooks (#7.10).


Eighty-one detailed suggestions under headings such as group dynamics, creative thinking, role playing, and games. Language functions, which are quite varied, are given for each. Most ideas require twenty minutes or more of class time.


Part 2: Practical examples. 1. Brainstorm: members of group propose random solutions. 2. Organization: processing material to answer a problem. a. guessing games, finding connections between dissimilar things and interpreting pictures. b. comparing, picture differences, putting in order, and establishing priorities.


Two books for true information sharing since each volume has dissimilar information on the
same topic. For example, one book has a
tavel itinerary to set up, the other the
boat schedules. Other topics include asking
for a hotel room, visiting a school, looking
for a job, and asking about courses. Students
fill in dialogues, play roles (some with
complications), complete drawings, and find
missing information.

★★★★★
7.0 Intermediate - Superior

Games described by level, time required, and number of players. Designed to increase group spirit, creativity, decision making. Based on a humanistic philosophy most games are highly original, but long. Entirely in French.

General techniques such as skits, speeches, and dialogues for conversation classes.

Seventy-eight group interaction activities based around six strategies: restructuring the traditional classroom, individuals, unified group, dyad (pairs), small groups, and large groups, intermediate to advanced. Gives focus, time, materials needed for each. Primarily games, information gathering and sharing, comic strips, lists, and factual culture about U.S.

Suggestions for role plays (some with complications) and conversation topics.

Tasks for small-group work based on discourse procedures: saving face, taking turns, gathering information, and text analysis.

Chapter 4: functional communication activities. All suggestions have students overcome information gap, work toward a solution, i.e. share or process information. Students question content of pictures; arranging shapes and patterns in similar order; reconstructing picture story; pooling information to solve a problem.

Lists conversation topics and games with emphasis on narration and hypothesizing.

Very short to very long activities involving descriptions, narration, hypothesizing, and drama.

Group puzzles and decision making and social interaction games that focus on meaning, not form.


Chapter 4 describes role plays with persuasion, problem-solving (what to buy for a fixed sum), and information sharing.
8.0 Advanced

   Translation into French of Ur, Discussions that Work (see #6.15). Five problemsolving games with vocabulary in French.

   List in Spanish of one hundred subjects for discussion or oral presentations.
9.0 Advanced - Superior


Fifty-two ideas that involve projects more than topics and include simulations and role plays.


Eight crimes to recreate as courtroom drama. Some roles may permit a lower level of proficiency. Involves persuasion.


Extracurricular activities requiring more preparation than is usual for the classroom. Skits, presentations, debates, oral reports, and field trips.


Very long (up to four hours) role plays involving townspeople concerned about traffic, creation of a TV news broadcast, a decision to replace a ferry with a bridge, learning English, interviewing. Primarily narration, persuasion, and group decision making.

9.6 Smith, Stephen M. 1984. The Theater Arts and the Teaching of Second Languages. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley. "Practicing Communication Strategies," p. 87-127: role plays, scripted dialogues (students sees only the lines for one individual). Scenes with few words, making conversation (group scene around a random sentence). Series role plays (same role, different students who continue). Audience-directed role plays. Devil's advocate to support opinion. Quick speeches that are limited to five minutes. Simulations (include many role plays in same situation).

10.0 Superior


10.2 Lamb, Michael. 1982. Factions and Fictions. Exercises for Role Play. Oxford: Pergamon. Fifteen ideas for role plays in which students divide into factions to develop strategies and then interact with the opposing side. Each situation has a long list of roles to be played. Based on contemporary social problems such as terrorism, unemployment, and world politics. Requires considerable awareness of current events.
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POSTSCRIPT

I invite readers of this bibliography to contact me with comments and suggestions and encourage you to bring up omissions that follow the guidelines set up in the Introduction. Reprints of articles and books will be welcome.

Dr. JOEL WALZ
Associate Professor of French
Department of Romance Languages
109 Moore College
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30606
USA